Abstract -A description is given of the events associated with decisions and actions by IEEE to close the IEEE Iran Section and impose restrictions on IEEE members in Iran from 2000 onwards.
. In this report is the statement "Laker agreed to an arrangement that will help make it easier for Iranian students to enjoy the benefits of IEEE" -giving no hint of what was to happen shortly after. By then, and continuing until IEEE ordered them to close down, the IEEE Student Branches in Iran were very active and successful. Their members were largely sympathetic to and understanding of the USA, and so by enforcing sanctions, USA was indirectly risking making the future situation worse rather than better. The University of Tehran IEEE Student Branch was the first in the Section, approved by IEEE HQ in April 1996, with Regional Activities Board ratification on 14 th February 1997. The reasons given for this action included a fear of IEEE being heavily fined. The IEEE leadership insisted strongly that to continue knowingly in breach of the OFAC regulations would mean punitive fines for IEEE which would probably prevent IEEE's continuing survival. It was this which led directly to the closing down of IEEE Iran Section. In this process, the Iran Section's Student Branches were forcibly closed, despite their good relationships with other Student Branches and activities elsewhere in R8 and other parts of IEEE, having well-educated students, and clearly being 'strong supporters of IEEE'. If closing them was supposed to enhance the reputation of IEEE and USA among the young people of Iran, it is difficult to see how it could have been anything but entirely counter-productive. In the initial letters to Iranian IEEE members and others, it was stated that the Iran Student Members were not only forbidden to have an IEEE Student Branch, but were also forbidden to use the IEEE name or logo in any way. This highlights the paradoxical nature of the advice given, since OFAC regulations would also have forbidden any USA lawyer from operating in Iran, and so any process to prevent such use of name or logo or to enforce the restrictions could surely not have been started without itself breaching the OFAC regulations. Somewhat later, there was a statement from IEEE that the logo and name could be used by Iranian student member groups (even though IEEE Student Branches as such were still forbidden). Sudan and Libya were also in the 'forbidden/embargoed' category in R8, but there were no IEEE Operational Units (OUs) there and none planned, and probably very few members, so this had no impact. Two other countries were listed, Burma (Myanmar) and Cuba, but were outside R8. Curiously, several countries which it might be expected to have been on the list were absent (for example North Korea) and in some later reports, Burma was no longer mentioned. Particularly in IEEE R8, there were substantial concerns over the situation and the IEEE action triggered many adverse responses from R8 students and other members. The IEEE R8 OpCom discussed the matter and expressed its concern at the effects of the policy but were not in a position to actively oppose it. There was dismay at what was happening and on the damaging effect it was having on the reputation of IEEE in the Region. The impact of the Iran decision had a substantial impact across R8. Particularly, members of many Student Branches in many countries felt outraged that IEEE was taking this action, seen to be in clear breach of IEEE's claims to be a world-wide organisation which did not discriminate on grounds of race, gender, politics or religion. There was felt by some to be a realistic risk that many IEEE student members might resign and that IEEE Student Branches across R8 might in effect be in danger of collapse. Of course many other members of IEEE had similar feelings to the students and GOLD members, but moderated by 'realism', perhaps because they no longer had the 'idealism' of the younger members. The IEEE R8 Opcom passed a motion regretting the situation and with the R8 News Editor, prepared an explanatory statement for possible inclusion in R8 News. The text which they proposed was submitted to IEEE Piscataway for 'clearance', where senior staff indicated that they were not in favour of two clauses, as follows: It seems clear in retrospect that IEEE's leadership were aware of this but hoped to keep it confidential in the hope of a resolution. If so, such confidentiality-intent was unsuccessful.
II. WHAT TRIGGERED THE CONCERNS
In later discussions, it became clear that acceptance of papers by Iranian authors was permitted by IEEE's interpretation of the OFAC laws, but these authors were not allowed to know recommendations of reviewers (because informing them would be regarded as providing a 'service', and so forbidden). Thus, if the papers were considered suitable for publication, they had to be printed 'as is' with no corrections to improve accuracy or clarity. Discussions of all these matters became widespread for a while during IEEE Board Series meetings and the subject was frequently on the agenda of the IEEE Transnational Committee. There were uncertainties over the regulations about joint publications with Iranian authors. For example, suppose that a Canadian citizen was a joint author with an Iranian national, could reviewers' recommendations be conveyed to these authors? Perhaps only to the Canadian author, raising the question of whether he would be allowed to inform his Iranian co-author of them, or whether that would itself be illegal. Questions arose about the proper interpretation for Iranian citizens legally living in other countries, for example particularly Iranian professors on sabbatical leave in other countries. The seemed to be resolved by a "don't ask, don't tell" regime, e.g. IEEE did not have the practice of asking authors about their nationality so unless an author had an Iranian mailing address, IEEE had no mechanism to become aware that he/she was an Iranian author, and so could not apply the sanctions. How to process a paper from a non-Iranian, living legitimately in Iran and so supplying an Iranian address, does not seem to have been resolved with any clarity.
IEEE seems to have 'led the way' in its compliance with what appeared to be the interpretation of the OFAC laws. For example, the publishers of Science refused to comply, saying that the prohibition on publishing goes against freedom of speech. Many other publishers seemed to be unaware of the issue before the publicity about IEEE's approach.
The AAUP report quoted earlier also included the statement: and he added that "we felt we were on good legal grounds to challenge the (OFAC) ruling." IEEE on the other hand, continued to follow the OFAC advice, to the substantial concern of many IEEE members, and seemed to be interested only in getting approval to 'moderate' the embargo as far as it related to its profitable publications business. The IEEE members in Iran and their lack of a Section, Student Branches, IEEE member services, etc. seemed to be of much less concern to many in the IEEE's senior USA leadership.
In 2003, Science Magazine published the following comment [7] :
"Other scientific societies see things differently. A spokesperson for the American Geophysical Union, which has a dozen members in Iran, says AGU does not consider publishing to be a trade issue and "accepts paper submissions from anywhere in the world." The American Society of Mechanical Engineers echoes that view, as does AAAS, Science's publisher. "We do not put any restrictions on submission or publication of papers based on economic or other sanctions," says Monica Bradford, executive editor of Science."
Independently of this a website www.ieeesanctions.com was set up, to make a petition to try to persuade IEEE to change its position on the 'embargo'. The website no longer exists, of course, but an internet search may reveal quite a lot of information about it. Another website www.ieeesanctions.org incorporated a petition which requested signatures of those against the 'law' with the statement (spelling mistakes reproduced from original): " …. IEEE Constitution shows that "the character of its scope is transnational and the territory in which its operations are to be conducted is the entire world".
During this time, some personal opinions emerged from some IEEE members in USA which were even stronger than the OFAC interpretations, suggesting that IEEE should not make its publications available to any foreign (and by implication, potential enemy) countries, while others even implied that IEEE should publish only material from these foreign countries -the basis of this being to keep everything secret in case it helped an enemy, and to find out as much as possible about what these 'enemies' know. Of course, this is completely contrary to the policy of open publication of scientific and engineering literature as a fundamental component of the advancements of science and general progress, and is also contrary to IEEE's transnational ambitions and wishes to be a world-wide professional organisation.
Further discussion of the issues was provided in a SIAM online newsletter [8] .
VII. AFTER THE OFAC INFLUENCE
Partial resolution of the problems began slowly. Control at US Department of the Treasury. The letter was strongly critical of the OFAC decisions regarding IEEE Publishing (described as 'patently absurd' and a 'narrow and misguided interpretation of the law') and recommended that OFAC grant exemption from the need for a special licence, etc.
In April 2004 IEEE received a response from OFAC which fully resolved that no licenses were needed for publishing works from Iran and that the entire IEEE publication process including peer review and editing was exempt from restrictions.
As a consequence of this and other letters, etc. a final decision of exemption from the OFAC regulations regarding publications took place and restored IEEE's 'commercial' concerns -but left uncertainties regarding Regions, Chapters, Student Branches, etc. Because these did not have a dominant influence on IEEE's income flows (e.g. unlike publications), IEEE did not pursue these issues with the force that it had used over publications issues.
VIII. RE-ESTABLISHMENT OF THE IRAN SECTION
It was later decided (from new and different legal advice to IEEE) that the closure of the Iran Section had been unnecessary, simply because the formation date of the Section preceded the passing of the laws which made the Section 'illegal'. So, with some caution, the Section was re-instated, but with the clear proviso that new operational units (Chapters, Student Branches) were not permitted in Iran, nor were the IEEE Student Branches to be re-established (on the basis that they had been formed after the passing of the OFAC laws about Iran). Soon after, some unofficial groupings of student members took place, making, in effect, IEEE Student Branches in every way but the formal sense. Shortly after that IEEE President Mike Lightner visited Iran and with other adjustments, there was a gradual increase in 'normality' -the development of 'unofficial' active student branches continued (in name only, they were not allowed any financial resources, etc. and could have no formal recognition in IEEE), and then GOLD and WIE activities began to develop too (see present Iran Section website). As a result, they have no awareness of the interpretation of the OFAC laws with respect to the 'embargoed' countries, and so there is a general trend towards normality without a feeling of any strong need for caution about legality.
X. A PREVIOUS IEEE INTERACTION WITH US GOVERNMENT LEGISLATION
There is an interesting comparison with a prior situation around 1977 when authors of publications submitted to IEEE conferences and journals began to report on research results in the area of cryptanalysis and encryption, topics which powerful agencies, particularly the National Security Agency (NSA), wanted to keep completely out of the public domain. This was linked with ITAR rather than OFAC.
The concerns at that time seem to have been initiated by a letter from Joseph Meyer to the IEEE Staff Secretary sent in July 1977, stating cryptographic systems were covered by ITAR and implying that publication of papers on the subject would require prior US Government approval. Although apparently from a private citizen, it was later revealed that the writer was an employee of the NSA, and so it has since been assumed that he wrote the letter at his employer's behest.
IEEE took a very strong stand in support of authors, and in due course, much of this kind of research did enter the public domain, generally leading to great benefits now taken for granted, e.g. the use of secure methods for on-line banking and commerce, etc. and the almost universal use of bank cash machines (ATMs). It became a legitimate research field for academics. It appears that ITAR currently imposes restrictions only on systems and equipment with a clearly defined military application.
By contrast with the approach taken by IEEE for the cryptography area, the approach to the OFAC sanctions on Iran, Cuba, etc. was characterised by extreme timidity. Whether that was necessary or wise is a matter for others to judge. As an example, the interpretation of OFAC laws to forbid elevation of Iranian IEEE members to Senior Member status and yet to be willing to accept their membership dues and send them printed copies of IEEE journals appears with hindsight to have been irrational, inconsistent and unnecessarily cautious.
XI. THE CURRENT STATUS AND POSITION
The Iran Section is now again in operation and active. It produces a regular Newsletter (mostly in the Farsi language) which is available on-line via the IEEE Iran Section website. There is now an IEEE Sudan Subsection, which includes at least one IEEE Student Branch.
